
 
 
 
 
 

 
Welcome to the latest Wellbeing Weekly!  

Picking up from last week, we again 
begin with a round up of useful resources 

to support both children and carers. 

First up, a fantastic collection of activities, 
games, videos and much more to help us all let 
go of stress. The Calm Zone is thoughtfully 
organised and a fantastic place to virtually 
visit when dealing with change and looking for 
a little help to ease the anxiety it may cause.  
www.childline.org.uk/toolbox/calm-zone/ 

Friends of the Earth are offering a number 
of free activities for children, further 
resources can be accessed with a 
donation.  Wildlife Bingo may certainly 
liven up an outdoor walk!  
https://friendsoftheearth.uk/fundraising/free-

planetfriendly-activities-kids 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/primary 

Finally, a super resource using	the	concept	of	superheroes	to	
encourage	children	to	explore	their	own	super	powers,	
qualities	and	talents.		Split	by	age	4-11	&	printable!	
https://mentallyhealthyschools.org.uk/resources/superhero-me/	

Answers from last week 
Let’s find out: ‘A’ 1. Asia  2. Aeroplanes  3.Aligator  4.Alphabet  5.Amazon  
6. Amphibians 7. Ant  8. Arthur 9. Athens 10. Author  
 

Click below to access the Golftyn Primary website Pupil Wellbeing 
section for further resources. http://golftyncp.wales/pupil-wellbeing/ 



Time for a Spot or Sport   
Many famous sporting events have 
been affected by the current 
pandemic, as quite rightly our 
health and safety takes top priority.  
One such event that should be 
taking place right now, is the 
prestigious world-renowned 
Wimbledon tennis championships.  

 

 
Though we can’t visit centre court 
this year, Wellbeing Weekly is 
serving up some tennis themed 
challenges to keep you on your toes.  
 

Why not start by giving these 
tennis teasers some thought. How 
close can you get?  
Answers on the next page.        

 

The Lawn Tennis association has developed a range of materials, a taster of 
which can be found in this issue of Wellbeing Weekly. They are 
designed to support ‘tennis at home’ and are broken down into 
four areas that are sure to help us Be Active and Keep Learning!   

• Tennis at Home Exercises	-	short videos containing tennis exercises. 
• Activity Cards	-	fun, simple activities including colouring, word 

searches and quizzes.	 
• Personal Development Challenges	-	to explore and develop qualities 

such as resilience, perseverance, passion and respect. 
• Learning Activities	-	tennis themed school lesson activities including 

numeracy, literacy, geography and science. 
https://www.lta.org.uk/play-compete/lta-youth/tennis-at-home/#activitycards 
 
Mindfulness in Tennis  As we know, mental preparation and mindfulness plays a huge 

part in professional sport. Serena Williams (winner of 23 Grand 
Slam titles) when asked about whether she’d enjoyed a 
particularly close final, said…  
 
 
 
 

 

Can you ACE our tricky 
tennis challenges? 

“You can’t really enjoy it, because then you’ll lose 
focus. You’ve got to kind of stay in the moment.” 

 
 To stay in the moment, a simple mindful breathing technique is to take 3 normal inhales and 

exhales, then begin to focus on lengthening the exhale to be twice as long as the inhale. For 
example, inhale for a count of 3, exhale for a count of six. Repeat this ratio for a few minutes.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Carefully read the tennis words and try to match them to the definitions.  

Net 

 

This means nothing (nil) to a tennis player. 

 Love 

 

A winning serve that the opponent fails to even touch with their racket. 

 Volley 

 

The official who keeps the score and ensures that the rules are followed. 

 Umpire 

 

An obstacle that divides the court across its centre. 

 Ace 

 

The name given to the shot played before the ball bounces. 

     

Firstly, try to find as many tennis words in the wordsearch 
as you can (numbers 1-10). Score 1 point for each one.  
Then try to find the ten famous tennis players’ surnames 
(11-20). Score 2 points for each one of these you find.   

Tennis balls used 54,250.     Fastest serve 163.7 mph (Sam Groth) Martina Hingis   Longest match 11 hours & 5 mins 
 


